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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Happy to share two important topics with you., which are sustainable development of our ports and offshore wind power business. Port sustainability is a common topic to each port operator but it covers a lot of ranges. To save time, I will only introduce the digitalization and carbon reduction parts. The offshore wind power development in Taiwan started 10 years ago. I would like to introduce what TIPC do as a port operator to support it. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before the port sustainability and off-shore wind power business, I will start with introduction of my company-Taiwan International Ports Co.  
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Where is Taiwan?
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6,900 miles 
away from LA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where my colleagues and I come from. TAIWAN. It’s a small country. Only 3 times larger than LA. But if you ever been there, you might be attracted by the best bubble teas, xiao-long-bao and other local dishes in Taiwan. We are almost 7 thousand miles away from LA. And we are the sole member of APP on the west coast of pacific ocean.  



History of 
TIPC
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”A Young , 
yet Well-experienced Port Operator.

Wholly-Owned By Taiwan MOTC”

4 Harbor Bureaus 

Keelung, Taichung, 
Kaohsiung, Hualien 

March 1st, 2012 MPB
Maritime and Port Bureau 

Port Authority

Port Business Operation
state-owned company

Responsible for operating and managing 
Taiwan’s International Commercial Ports
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We join the APP under the name of Taiwan International Ports Corp. TIPC is a state-own company, wholly owned by Taiwan’s ministry of transportation and communications. Our company is only 11 years old. It was transformed from 4 harbor bureaus in Taiwan. The 4 harbor bureaus had been existed for decades. Before the organization reform, the harbor bureaus operated the port to do some business just like other private companies did. The bureau also had government power. It was like the bureau had the double roles of referee and players in a football game which was not fair. So the organization reform finally took place in 2012.  Government power went to a new bureau named Maritime and Port Bureau. The management and operation went to TIPC. 



TIPC Group Chart

Offshore Wind power
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Headquarters

Port of Taichung Port of Kaohsiung Port of Hualien 

Taiwan International Ports 
Heavy-Machinery Corporation Ltd.  

Taiwan International
Windpower Training 
Corporation Ltd.   PT. Formosa Sejati Logistics

TIPC Marine Corporation , Ltd.

Taiwan Foundation International 
Pte.Ltd.
Taiwan International Ports 
Logistics Corporation

Kaohsiung Port Land 
Development Corporation, Ltd

Port BusinessWaterfront Recreation

Subsidiaries 
and AffiliatesPort of Keelung 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the o-chart of TIPC. In addition to the 4 branches to manage the ports in Taiwan, we have 7 subsidiaries and affiliates to operate port related business such as tug services and logistics. We also have some other diversified investments regarding waterfront recreation and offshore wind power business. Among those companies, we have one overseas affiliate in Indonesia-the Formosa Logistics. It is mainly engaged in trucking and container yard logistics services. 



ü Home Port of International Cruise Lines

ü Tourism and recreation port

ü Intercontinental 
transshipment hub

ü Tourism and recreation port

ü Oceanic container shipping port

ü Energy and industrial development 
base

ü Tourism and recreation port

Budai

Keelung

Suao

Hualien

Taipei

Anping
Kaohsiung

Taichung

Penghu

7 International Commercial Ports
2 Domestic Commercial Ports

(Mandated by MPB) 

Ports Operated by TIPC
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows all the international ports in Taiwan in red dots. We run 7 international commercial ports. TIPC’s job is not only to operate but to find the advantages of each port and position it accordingly. For example, the largest and maybe the most well-known is Kaohsiung. It is positioned the intercontinental transshipment hub. We also position Keelung as home port of international cruise lines. We make sure our resources will be put to these ports and help their developments without competing each other. 
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02 /  TIPC’s Pathway to Port 
Sustainability 
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also 
known as Global Goals, are a set of 17 integrated and 
interrelated goals to end poverty, protect the planet 
and ensure that humanity enjoys peace and 
prosperity by 2030.

Based on the 17 
Sustainable 
Development 
Goals issued by 
UN
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sustainability is a very big topic covering a lot of scopes. So to systematically outline the structure of port sustainability, we use the 17 sustainable development goals issued by UN. 
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Digitalization

Environmental 
care

Health Safety 
and Security

Climate and 
Energy

Infrastructure

Community 
building

Energy efficiency; circular economy; bio-
based economy; renewable energy;  CO2 
reduction initiatives ; clean ship incentives; 
deployment of alternative transport fuels;
low and zero-carbon bunkering infrastructure

9

Further implement 
along 6 themes

Innovative digital applications ,data 
collaboration with 
stakeholders in Port Management System; 
Smart port initiatives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And we further categorized the goals into 6 themes. Each of them covers a lot. To save your time, I will use 2 topics to introduce to you what we do. One is digitalization, the other is climate and energy For this I will  focus on carbon reduction issue. 
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88% 90% 85%

Carbon Emission GDP(PPP) Population

Global Net zero 
Carbon Initiative Proportion

Global Net Zero Carbon Initiative 
Participation

Nations

131
Regions

Cities Companies

116

234 696

Trends of Global Carbon Reduction
Carbon Reduction Action Maritime Carbon Reduction Action

• The Paris Agreement is a legally binding international 
treaty on climate change adopted on December 12, 2015.

• 131 countries, 234 cities and 696 companies around the world 
take action, accounting for 85% of the global population.

• The EU and the United States pledged to reduce 
port carbon emissions at least 75% and 80% in 
2050.

• IMO promises to reach net-zero GHG 
emissions from global shipping close to 2050.

2030 2050
International 
Maritime 
Organization

US Ports

EU Ports

each operation

40%

50%

55%

80%

75%

each operation
Maritime 
Emission
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Net Zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First let’s take a look at the trends of global carbon reduction. In 2015 the Paris Agreement  clearly set the goal that by taking actions, by the end of this century the rise of temperature can be reduced to 1.5~2 degrees. At that time, the estimation was to rise 3.5 degrees. And the IMO promises to reach net-zero GHG emissions from global shipping close to 2050. The EU and the United States pledged to reduce port carbon emissions at least 75% and 80% in 2050. 



TIPC Sustainable Development 
Committees & Task Forces

Sustainable Development 
Strategy Committee

Sustainable Development 
Promote Committee

Sustainable Office (PMO)

Environmental 
Sustainability

Workplace 
Friendliness

Social 
Participation

Sustainable 
Construction

Customer 
Relations

Risk 
Management

Corporate 
Governance

Task forces
Implement action plans.

Vision &  Strategy making.
Approve targets and plans.

Target & planning.
Review implementation progress.
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• Convener: Chairman
• Member: President, External 

experts

• Convener: President
• Member: Branches President
• VP, Chief Sustainability Officer

• Chief Sustainability Officer

2030: 50% Carbon Neutrality
2050: 100% Carbon Neutrality 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Sustainable Development Committees & Task Forces of TIPC.  We established these committees last year. The top is led by our Chairman. This committee is responsible for setting vision and making strategies. Under it are the promote committee and 7 task forces to promote and implement actions of sustainability. We set our goals to be 50% carbon neutrality in 2030, and 100% carbon neutrality in 2050. 
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22.3%

76.8%

Transport Emissions

Oil and Electricity 
consumption for leased 
users

GHG Emissions 5.904 MTCO2e

Taiwan Ports   

GHG Emissions 285.131 MTCO2e

70%12%

14%

4%

Energy Industry

Manufacturing 
and Construction

Transportation

Others

Taiwan

(Data from 2022 Taiwan GHG Emissions Report)   
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GHG Emissions in Taiwan (2021)

TIPC 0.024 MTCO2e

Others

0.9%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So how is the current GHG emissions in Taiwan? Last year the whole country produced 285 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent. The Taiwan ports’ emissions are 5.9 million tons. Among those, TIPC accounted for 24 thousand tons. 
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Sea Meteorology Real-time System 

Harbor Berth Apron Yard / Warehouse Gate

Digitalization Applied in Our Ports to 
Help Achieve Port Sustainability

Smart Energy Management System

Smart Road Transportation System & App.

Automatic 
Gate Sentry 
Post SystemShip Navigation Aid System 

Test Field Program for Conducting Port Innovation Projects 

Digital Transformation Incentives 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I presented in previous slide, I will focus on digitalization and carbon reduction. This slide shows the digitalization applied in Taiwan ports for port sustainability. At the harbor side we set up sea meteorology real-time system and ship navigation aid system. But I have to say they are mainly for safety purpose. At the land side, we have set up Smart Road Transportation system and app. The system provides information for truck drivers, such as the real arrival time of their ships, how many trucks are waiting for passing the gate of certain terminal and estimated waiting time. So the driver can decide when to start engine. No need to arrive too early and wait at port and exhaust emissions. We also have Automatic Gate Sentry Post System. It collects information of cargoes from the Customs and drives name and plates from our Port Pass system. As long as you are in the white list, you will not have to stop at the gate for inspection. To encourage port business to participate in port sustainability, 2 years ago we started to introduce the Test Field Program for Conducting Port Innovation Projects and Digital Transformation Incentives. If any company have ideas of port digitalization, they can apply for conducting Proof of Concept and Proof of Service in our port premises. We provide a total of 1.3 million US dollars of cash incentive each year to subsidize companies in our port that apply for digitalization projects. 
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Vessel Speed Reduction 

Green Port Incentives (e.g. Shore Power Incentive)

Use of Solar EnergyUse of Shore Power

Use of Low-sulfur Fuel

Renew of Lease Contracts to Include Carbon Reduction Promises 

Regular Sessions Hosted by Experts to Share Green Port Knowledge and Experience with Port Businesses 

Other Major Actions to Promote
Green Port in Taiwan Ports

Association of Pacific Ports 109th Annual Conference

Planting of Trees

Harbor Berth Apron Yard / Warehouse Gate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other actions regarding carbon reduction include: Vessel speed reduction: our VTS staff advice ships at 20 Nm to reduce speed to 12 knots. Of course, use of low sulfur fuel. The use of shore power is the most effective way to reduce carbon emissions at port. But it might require incentives to cover the cost difference between using electricity and traditional fuel. We are drafting clauses to be added to lease contracts to include carbon reduction promises. These will concentrate on carbon heavyweight, such as steel company, power company in our ports. 



2022 Carbon Reduction
Achievements

Vessel Speed 
Reduction

Automatic 
Gate Sentry Post

Solar Power 
Generation

Planting Efforts

25,533 Vessels

Carbon Reduction 

86,142 MT

Reach
95 Lanes

20 million Vehicles

Carbon Reduction 

3,546 MT

Area

215,614 o ╯

Set Capacity

21,563 my r

Carbon Reduction 

12,018 MT

Planting area

748.0 j c

Coverage

12.1%
Carbon Reduction 

7,350 MT
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By doing so, we estimated our port reduced more than 108 thousand tons of carbon dioxides last year. 
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03 / Offshore Wind Power Business 
in Taiwan Ports
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Taiwan announced the 2050 Net-Zero Emissions Pathway in 2022, targeting to reduce 
carbon emissions and bring 60-70% Renewable energy to Electricity sector in 2050.

Taiwan’s Energy Transition Policy
Association of Pacific Ports 109th Annual Conference

(Reference from National Development Council, Taiwan) 17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last year Taiwan’s president announced the 2050 net-zero emissions pathway. The target is to reduce carbon emissions and increase the share of renewable energy to 60-70%. Renewable energy means renewable resources that can be replenished. And it might be replenished over and over again until the earth or human beings are gone. It is not like fossil fuel that could be running out someday. Renewable energies have a lot of kinds. The movement of water, sunlight, wind, geothermal heat, tidal, etc. Taiwan is a small island but we have more than 20 million of population, so the renewable energies generated on the island like solar power are limited. So in recent years the government  started to promote the off-shore wind power energy. 



P. 10

$
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Northeast Monsoon

The Taiwan Strait begins 
to encounter the 
northeast monsoon in 
October every year. 

In addition, the Central 
Range of Taiwan and the 
Mount Wuyi of Fujian 
are pinched, so that the 
average wind speed 
could reach a rare speed.

Average Wind Speed could reach 11.94-12.02 m/s Central Range

Mount Wuyi 

Rkevwtg"htqo "4243國科學探究競賽/台灣離岸風力發電之可能性
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is Taiwan strait, separating Taiwan and China.In winter the strait encounters the northeast monsoon. In Taiwan we have central mountain ranges and in China there are Wuyi mountain ranges. The wind passing Taiwan strait in winter is therefore strong. It can be up to 12 meters per second. Even in summer times, we have southwest wind.  That means the whole year Taiwan strait have wind, and very strong wind. One institution once published the top 20 wind farms based on average wind speed. Taiwan have 16. most of them are located in the central of Taiwan strait. 



Location Central Area North, South Area

Sailing Distance Approx. 35 Nm Approx. 110 Nm

Average Speed 5knots 5knots

Outbound hours 7hrs 22hrs

Operate hours 72hrs 72hrs

Return hours 7hrs 22hrs

Minimum work
hours 86hr/3.58(day) 116hr/4.8(day)
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Keelung Port
Taipei Port

Anping Port

Kaohsiung Port

Taichung PortOffshore wind
power field
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Taichung Port is Taiwan's 
premier offshore wind 
power base, benefited to 
its favorable conditions 
and location.

(Reference from CDWE.com.tw)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As my previous slide presents, the best wind farms are in the central. Naturally the wind farm developers will favor the nearest port as their base. So the Taichung port becomes Taiwan’s premier offshore wind power home port. In addition to Taichung, the Taipei, Anping, and Kaohsiung ports are also providing land or facilities to serve offshore wind power’s development. 



Phase 2
Zones of Potential

Phase 3
Zonal  Development

Phase 1
Demonstration Incentive

Program (DIP)

u2013ｗSelect demonstration wind farm  
u2017ｗ2 demonstration wind turbine (8 MW) @Miaoli
u2020ｗ2 demonstration windfarm (230 MW)
ü Formosa1 @ Miaoli (2019 completed)
ü Taipower @ Changhua (2020 completed)

u2015ｗ36 potential sites
u2017ｗ10.5 GW pass EIA
u2020-2025ｗ5.5 GW commercial operation

ü Selection 3.8 GW
ü Bidding 1.7 GW

uRelease capacity
2026-2035 1.5GW per year

u Set up sites predict about 15 GW
uTwo phases investment Qualification review & Bidding

20(Reference from Bureau of Energy, MOEA Taiwan)

Offshore Wind Power 
Policy in Taiwan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 years ago Taiwan started to develop offshore wind power. At that time the government provided incentives such as subsidizing the fabrication cost of wind turbines, and higher feed-in tariff. In this phase, our ports basically provided current facilities. Then goes to the phase 2. 36 potential sites were selected. In this phase, most wind developers came to win the bidding because they saw opportunities here. So no more incentives. In the stage, we started to transform some existing wharves to be offshore wind dedicated use. Now we are preparing for the phase 3 development.  Existing terminals are not enough for offshore wind in this stage. we need to reclaim land and construct new terminals. In this March, construction of 2 offshore wind dedicated wharves started. In this month, reclamation works of 50 hectares land started. The target date of completion is 2026 to meet the phase 3’s time schedule. 



Turbine Pre-assembly and 
Fabrication in Taiwan

Hub

Nacelle
Blades

Tower

Foundation

Turbine Pre-assembly 

Fabrication
TP(Transition Piece)

Turbines are composed of large components such as blades, 
tower, nacelle. Conducting assembly directly at sea presents 
significant challenges. A pre-assembly area at port enables major 
components transported to the temporary base to be safely and 
partially assembled to form a semi-complete state of the turbine.

Long-distance sea transportation might not be economical, and 
might encounter bad weather. Some components are fabricated 
locally to facilitate the development of the offshore wind industry in 
Taiwan.

21Picture from https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I present what our ports are doing for offshore wind power, I would like to introduce 2 characteristics of the industry. The first is turbine pre-assembly. Turbines are composed of large components such as blades, nacelles, towers and foundations. Each of them can be as long as more than 300 feet. Once they are put together, the turbine can be up to almost 1,000 feet starting from sea level.  So it is not smart to do assembly works at sea. It also becomes the first requirement from wind developers, that they need land and wharves which are capable of handling such gigantic and super heavy components. The second is the fabrication. Most of our wind developers are overseas companies. They already have manufacturing bases overseas, but long distance transportation might not economical. Our government also urges and encourage developers to produce or purchase these components locally. It’s pretty much like the mindset that the US government wants TSMC to have their factory in Arizona. Therefore, local and overseas manufactures need land for fabrication and better land transportation with more bearing capacity in port so that once the components are finished they can be transported by trucks to the wharf. 



C

Turbine Pre-assembly Area
• Port of Taichung
• Port of Anping

Fabrication Area
• Port of Taichung
• Port of Taipei
• Port of Kaohsiung

TIPC’s Role in Offshore Wind Power Industry
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Training Center

Port of Taichung

O&M Services
• Port of Taichung
• Port of Budai

Rqtv"qh"Vckr gk

Rqtv"qh"Vckej wpi

Rqtv"qhDwf ck

Rqtv"qhCpr kpi

Rqtv"qhMcqj ukwpi
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Designate and invest in berths 
and hinterland of:

Designate and invest in berths 
and hinterland of:

Set up an offshore wind power 
training center to provide Global 
Wind Organization(GWO) and 
customized courses:

Through subsidiaries such as Heavy 
Machinery and Marine companies to 
expand into the offshore wind 
power’s:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To cope with the requirements and characteristics of offshore wind power, we do 4 things: As port operators, we designated and invest in berths and hinterland for the need of turbine pre-assembly and fabrication needs. More than that, we set up an offshore wind power training center and cooperate with Global Wind Organization to provide professional training classes. And the offshore wind power business is pretty much relying on logistics, we set up subsidiaries such as Heavy Machinery company to do road transportation of large components. Our Marine company expanded its business into O&M services at sea such as barge or heavy lift services, in addition to its tugging service before. 



Turbine Pre-assembly Area

Fabrication Area

•Turbine pre-assembly area
•Home port for working vessels

Warehousing and storage for 
import underwater 

foundation

Port of Taipei

Port of Kaohsiung

Port of Anping

Port of Budai

Port of Taichung

Underwater foundation 
fabrication base

Turbine fabrication area
for local turbine components

• Maritime engineering support
• Underwater foundation 

fabrication base
• Marine cable
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Copenhagen
Infrastructure Partners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you can see on the slide, all ports at the side of Taiwan strait are playing their roles of turbine pre-assembly or fabrication area. This business also attracted new business to invest in our ports. 
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Taiwan International  
Windpower Training 
Corporation Ltd. 

Training Center
In 2022, TIWTC ranked No. 1 in certificates 
issued(3,796 GWO certificates) in Asia.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the picture of our offshore wind power training center. We established a subsidiary named TIWTC. It cooperates with global wind organization. Last year it issued almost 3,800 certificates, ranked number 1 in Asia. 



TIPC Marine 
Corporation, Ltd

5 Barges 34 Tugboats / Guard Vessels 1 Crane Vessels 4 Crew Transfer Vessels(CTVs)

Taiwan 
International 
Ports Heavy-
Machinery Co., 
Ltd.

Heavy lifting equipment Special heavy-transport vehicle Marine cable storage

Taiwan International 
Ports Logistics Corp0
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O&M Services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are pictures of facility and equipment of our 3 subsidiaries: Marine., Heavy-Machinery and Logistics companies. The offshore wind power is part of Taiwan’s energy policy. TIPC is a state-owned company. So you see the whole company as well as our subsidiaries or affiliates put resources in it. 



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!
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